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Quadpack invests in smart manufacturing 
 

Efficiency, high technology and sustainability are at the core of its operational strategy 
 

Strategic investments amounting to €4 million in 

Quadpack’s manufacturing capability focus on 

increasing capacity, speed to market and sustainability. 

The planned investments will help the company in its 

objective of providing beauty packaging solutions in the 

region, for the region. Quadpack's factories in Germany 

and Spain will focus on airless and sustainable packaging 

innovation within its QLine portfolio of smart, modular 

solutions, which can be stocked, assembled and decorated anywhere in the world. 

 

Quadpack Wood in Spain now boasts a biomass plant that is leading the factory to carbon 

neutrality – an investment amounting to €2.5 million. Using wood scrap to provide air 

conditioning and heating, the new plant brings clean energy, cuts waste and reduces dust in the 

air, for greater health & safety. Thanks to this investment, the factory has already achieved a 

reduction of approximately 400 tons of CO2 emissions a year.  

 

In addition, €360,000 is being invested throughout 2021 on Industry 4.0, the start of a multi-year 

project that will include more factories and system implementation. The factory currently has 63 

machines connected by Internet of Things (IoT) devices that will provide real-time data, giving 

process visibility and efficiency control of equipment. With a production capacity of 45 million 

pieces a year, the collective initiatives are setting a benchmark in smart and sustainable 

manufacturing. 

 

A €2 million investment is earmarked this year for high-speed production and decoration at 

Louvrette, Quadpack’s German-based manufacturing plant. Louvrette is the hub of Quadpack’s 

airless manufacturing and is set to become a decoration nerve centre. New decoration and 

injection-moulding equipment will allow the factory to deliver finished products with a shorter 

lead time. In March, Louvrette inaugurated an airless assembly line with a capacity of 11 million 

units a year. The factory is also investing in new airless moulds, aiming to increase its airless 

capacity to 20 million packs a year. 

 

…/more 
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…/continued 

 

Quadpack COO Fabrice Revert said: “Our investment in smart manufacturing will help our 

operations become more agile and more sustainable. We aim to ensure our processes have a 

positive impact on the environment, while delivering value to our customers, in a process of 

continual improvement.” 

 
–ENDS– 
 
Editor’s notes 
Quadpack’s Manufacturing Division in Spain includes Quadpack Wood, the Quadpack Plastics injection-
moulding facility and the Quadpack Impressions decoration plant. The Louvrette factory in Germany is 
dedicated to injection-moulding, decoration and assembly, with a focus on airless packaging 
development and production. 
 
About Quadpack  
Quadpack is an international manufacturer and provider of enhanced packaging solutions for beauty 
brand owners and contract fillers. With offices and production facilities in Europe, the US and the Asia 
Pacific region, and a strategic network of manufacturing partners, Quadpack develops bespoke and 
customised packs for prestige, masstige and mass market customers. Listed on Euronext Growth in Paris 
since October 2019, Quadpack relies on a workforce of 600 people to build a more sustainable world. 
For more information, please visit www.quadpack.com  
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Legal notice 
This document contains forward-looking statements about Quadpack’s business, financial data, and 
events related to the company’s prospects. These forecasts can be identified by the use of words such 
as ‘estimated’, ‘plan’, ‘expectation’ or words with a similar meaning. Quadpack may also make 
projections in other reports, presentations and press releases. Furthermore, the company’s 
representatives may occasionally make forward-looking statements. These projections are based on 
current expectations and on certain hypotheses, many of which are beyond the company’s control and 
subject to a series of risks and uncertainties. In the event that any of these risks or uncertainties should 
materialise or the underlying expectations are not fulfilled, the results or performance of Quadpack may 
differ (either positively or negatively) from those explicitly or implicitly forecast. Quadpack assumes no 
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements made previously. 
 


